The Modification of Traditional Games to Improve the Adaptability Children with Intellectual Disability
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Abstract. There are many ways can be done to improve the ability of self-adjustment for intellectual disability child. One of them is by organizing play activity with traditional games. This play activity makes children directly involved in aspect of cognitive, affective and psychomotor. Traditional games are found in many places with different names, which is used in this research, namely engklek, sack race, jump rope, kucing dan tikus, boi-boian and bentengan, then modification. This research aims to determine the effectiveness of traditional games to improve the adaptability of intellectual disability children at SLB Harmony Autism Special School in Surakarta. The subjects of this research were 30 intellectual disability students. This research used a development method, means that research which aims to develop and produce products. Data obtained through questionnaires in the form of Likert-scale were analyzed by the following steps: change the results of the checklist data into quantitative data, calculate the total score in each aspect, the percentage score for each aspect of the obtained assessment is converted into a traditional game modification quality category. In conclusion, the modification traditional game effective for improve the adaptability of intellectual disability children.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Children with intellectual disability are part of children with special needs who experience mental development disorders. The disorder shows limited intellectual function that is below the average and the limitations of adaptive functions. According to idea stated that intellectual disability is a condition in which intelligence development experiences obstacles so that it does not reach the optimal development stage [17][5][18][19]. Also stated that “intellectual disability or intellectual retarded children (MR) have below average intelligence or mental ability & a lack of skills necessary for day to day living. They can & do learn new skills, but more slowly” [16]. One of stage of development is the same as the adaptation development. Children who experience mental development disorders in the development of adaptation or
adaptation can be observed by the senses [3]. Intellectual disability children will tend to experience difficulties in understanding and interpreting the norms of the surrounding environment, also known as adaptation [5]. Adaptation is a variation in the activities of an organism to overcome an obstacle and satisfy needs and emphasize a harmonious relationship with the physical and social environment [2][7][9][11].

Things that affect the ability of adaptation come from the characteristics of intellectual disability children, including intelligence, attention to the social environment (relating to the ability of observation, memory and concentration) and other mental functions such as language, emotions, adaptation and personality. Determining an approach to social interaction in children needs to pay attention to the conditions, abilities and characteristics of the children itself [12]. Children with intellectual disability need a special design so that their adaptation abilities experience optimal development. One of them is the modification of traditional games to improve adaptation of intellectual disability children [2]. It must be adjusted to the conditions, abilities and characteristics, so that children can actively participate in activities related to the socialization of the surrounding environment that is playing [8].

People tend to regard strange behavior with intellectual retarded children because they have a level of intelligence below the intelligence of normal children. If this cannot be stopped, the child will get unfair treatment from the community and friends. Modification of traditional games for intellectual disability children provides deeper meaning, not only as an approach to social interaction that must be followed and not an activity that is difficult to follow and boring, but also as an approach that makes a fun activity, one of them with interesting activities for intellectual retarded children, that is by playing. Through play activities children can achieve physical, intellectual, emotional and social development especially in the development of adaptation abilities that are found in their emotions and social [7][8].

2. METHOD

This research is a development research. Development research is a type of research that aims to develop and produce a product. The product of this research is a guide to traditional game modification to improve adaptation to intellectual disability children [1][4][13][14][15]. The location of the study was at Harmony Autism Special School. It is located at Jl. Sungai Indragiri No. 70 Dadapsari RT 01/ RW 03, Sangkrah, Pasar Kliwon, Surakarta, Central Java. Data obtained through interviews, observation and documentation. Interviews were carried out on teachers regarding modification of traditional games to improve the adjustment of intellectual disability children. Observations were made on 30 intellectual disability students to modify traditional games to improve self-adaptation. While documentation is taken from documents in the form of photos during game activities [10]. The obtained data are then represented and analyzed.

3. FINDING AND DISCUSSION

The results of the interview with the teacher regarding the modification of traditional games to improve the adjustment of intellectual retarded children are as follows. The importance of traditional games; to improve the self-adjustment of intellectual disability children, the Harmony Autism Special School teacher agreed to use traditional games. The proper use of traditional games to improve self-adjustment; the teacher strives to choose the type of traditional game that is suitable for intellectual disability children so they can adapt. Student’s participation and success in traditional games to improve self-adaptation; this research
shows the participation and increasing success rate of intellectual disability children in traditional games so that they can adapt better. Proper modification of the traditional game to improve adaptability; the Harmony Autism Special School teachers agree to use traditional game modifications as an effort to improve the adaptation of intellectual disabled children.

The Results of data analysis in this study using quantitative data analysis. Data obtained through questionnaires in the form of Likert-scale were analyzed by the following steps: change the results of the checklist data into quantitative data, calculate the total score in each aspect, the percentage score for each aspect of the obtained assessment is converted into a traditional game modification quality category, so the conclusions can be drawn regarding the quality of traditional game modifications. The percentage score of traditional game modification is then based on score interpretation criteria [1][4][15].

The results of data analysis between the pretest and posttest showed an increase in self-adaptation abilities. This is shown in the descriptive results of self-adaptation abilities of intellectual disabled children in The Harmony Autism Special School. Based on the pretest results from 30 children, 76% of them (23 children) had low self-adaptation abilities, 23% of them (7 children) had moderate adaptation ability. Based on aspects of self-adaptation, namely personal and social adaptation that intellectual retarded children at The Harmony Autism Special School generally are in low category. This is indicated by the results of personal adaptation pretest, there are 70% (21 children) have low self-adaptation, and 30% (9 children) have moderate adaptation. While social adjustment of 30 children, there were 80% (24 children) of low adjustment ability and 20% (6 children) of moderate adjustment ability.

This traditional game modification consists of 6 games, they are engklek, sack race, jump rope, kucing dan tikus, boi-boian and bentengan [10]. This traditional game modification refers to different characteristics, needs and abilities in intellectual disability children. This modification makes the game become creative, innovative and fun. Posttest results showed an increase in personal self-adaptation ability increased to 46% (14 children) low self-adaptation and 54% (16 children) moderate adaptation. The ability of social adaptation increased to 40% (12 children) low self-adaptation, and as much as 60% (18 children) moderate social adaptation ability. This increased self-adaptation ability occurs because this activity is packaged in the form of games that are very suitable for children, giving children the opportunity to train senso-motorically and physically, giving them the opportunity to respect friends, team work, so that personal and social development can develop better, can train communication of intellectual disability children, can train intellectual disabled children to manage their behavior. This method provides a direct experience on the subject so that it easily captures the essence of that experience. So it can be concluded that traditional game
Modification is effective to improve the self-adaptation ability of intellectual disability children at The Harmony Autism Special School.

Fig. 2 Social adaptation ability of intellectual disability children

The result of the acquisition of adaptability in personal adaptation and social adaptation of children with intellectual disability can be seen that there has been an increase in the indicators that have been planned starting from pre-test to post-test. In the pre-test personal abilities and social adaptation is still categorized as low, so do repairs on the post test. Well post-test personal abilities and social adaptation showed improvement. Mentally retarded children have problems adjusting to the environment and personality problems. So it needs a corresponding need for retarded children namely educational services, both therapy and behavior therapy play therapy, and out-door approach to learning. Adaptability concerning aspects of the individual's personality in its interaction with the environment inside and outside himself. Following a behavioral framework, social skills are viewed as specific behaviors that allow a person to respond to social demands and to maximize social reinforcements at home, at school, and in a variety of leisure contexts. Most definitions of social skills agree that social skills are interactive, acquired primarily through learning, and entail both initiation and inhibition of social responses [20].

The game is one of intense experiences and practices will result in control of self-adjusting capabilities. In addition, playing with peers with traditional games can have a positive impact on the child's adjustment aspects. The use of serious games is fairly accepted by this population because they do not feel the pressure existing in the real world, feeling comfortable to explore the virtual world. Furthermore, they feel that there is no risk in testing various behaviour at their own pace, obtaining an immediate feedback on their actions [21]. Modification of traditional games for children with intellectual challenges provide a deeper meaning in social interaction approach. Modification of this traditional game consists of 6 games, namely game engklek, sack race, jump rope, kucing and tikus, betengan and boi-boian. Based on research "on outbound management training to improve the adaptability children with intellectual challenges" conducted found that in order to improve the ability of children with intellectual challenges adjustment being by organizing play activities in the form of Outbound Management Training (OMT). This model game makes children directly involved in cognitive, affective, and psychomotor. The research use Outbond management with 11 games in SLBN Rembang and the result effective for increasing self-adaption intellectual disabled children. [6].
4. CONCLUSION

Based on the results of the research and discussion conducted by the researcher it can be concluded that the modification of traditional games is effective in improving the adaptation of intellectual disability children at the Harmony Autism Special School. This can be seen with the increasing aspects of self-adaptation, namely personal and social adjustment shown by intellectual disability children. This research produced a product of a guidebook on modification of traditional games to improve the ability of intellectual disability children and the media of teaching game models that are creative, innovative and fun.
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